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Cell death resistance is a key feature of tumor cells. One of the main anticancer therapies is increasing the susceptibility

of cells to death. Cancer cells have developed a capability of tumor immune escape. Hence, restoring the immunogenicity

of cancer cells can be suggested as an effective approach against cancer. Accumulating evidence proposes that several

anticancer agents provoke the release of danger-associated molecular patterns (DAMPs) that are determinants of

immunogenicity and stimulate immunogenic cell death (ICD).
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1. Introduction

Immunotherapy has been considered as a promising therapeutic modality in oncology that aims to re-activate the immune

system which is stopped by the tumor cells and creates a robust antitumor response . Tumor cells, by having resistance

to cell death and escaping from immunological surveillance, are durable in cancer patients . So, restoring the

susceptibility of cancer cells to death and intensifying immune recognition of poorly immunogenic tumor cells create

strategies for therapeutic success . The combination of these strategies, which would take advantage of the probable

immunogenic traits of diverse forms of cancer cell death, is an interesting viewpoint . The antitumor immune response

can be provided by immunogenic cell death (ICD), a different class of cell death described by release or expression of

calreticulin (CRT), adenosine triphosphate (ATP), high mobility group box 1 (HMGB1), heat-shock proteins (HSPs),

ANXA1, and stimulation of type I interferon . Binding of these danger-associated molecular patterns (DAMPs) to

their receptors leads to immune cells’ recruitment and induction. Lastly, they lead to recognition, phagocytosis, and

activation of T lymphocytes to eradicate cancer cells . Up to now, some single-agent ICD inducers have been

introduced, comprising standard chemotherapeutics, targeted anticancer factors, and numerous other treatment options 

. It was documented that the immunogenicity of tumor cells can be promoted by particular treatments (e.g.,

chemotherapy, radiotherapy, and photodynamic therapy) and leads to antitumor immunity .

2. Immunogenic Cell Death: New Meaning in Cancer Therapy

Naturally, the immune system can recognize and destroy cancer cells and plays a significant role in the regulation of

tumor progression. The immune system is educated in such a way that it does not respond to normal cells, while several

mutations in cancer cells result in the expression of tumor-specific antigens that can be identified as non-self and activate

the immune system, finally resulting in the elimination of cancer cells. The term “antitumor immunity” defines the innate

and adaptive immune responses that regulate tumor. Both innate and adaptive immunity play a role in the identification

and fight against tumors, and a successful antitumor immune response is related to the close interaction of several factors

of innate and adaptive immune responses . They are composed of antigen-presenting cells, various subsets of T cells,

B cells, and NK cells. However, tumors use several ways of immunosuppression to stop the antitumor effect of immune

cells. Dysregulation of the balance between the effector and regulatory cell compartments is one of the key strategies for

tumors to escape immune eradication . A better understanding of the vital immune cells and the regulatory networks

participating in the interaction between tumor cells and the immune system is central for the improvement of therapeutic

strategies to strengthen the immune system against cancers.

Numbers of cells die every day as a result of normal tissue turnover that is central for homeostasis maintenance in

organisms . Therefore, the existence of several forms of cell death is not unexpected . Cell death can be

categorized according to its morphological appearance, enzymological criteria, functional features, or immunological

properties . Classification based on morphological criteria proposes the existence of three various forms of cell death

.
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Type 1 cell death, or apoptosis, is described by some characteristic morphological changes such as condensation of

nuclear material, DNA degradation, cell shrinkage, membrane blebbing, and presence of apoptotic debris . Apoptotic

cell death occurs constantly in multicellular organisms and is crucial for normal growth, tissue homeostasis, and many

other physiological functions . For supporting the host, physiological apoptosis is quickly recognized by phagocytic cells

such as macrophages and dendritic cells (DCs) . Phagocytic clearance of apoptotic bodies is a silent process. These

apoptotic cells get removed without inducing immunological responses due to the release of anti-inflammatory signals .

So, apoptosis has been introduced as an immunologically quiet form of cell death.

Type 2 cell death, or autophagy, is an intracellular degradation process that plays a central role in the protection of cells

and organisms from stressors. Autophagy is described by the removal of materials marked for destruction into double-

membrane vesicles called autophagosomes. Autophagosomes fuse with endosomes and then they deliver their content to

the hydrolytic interior of lysosomes for degradation. Autophagic degradation is considered as a vital source of amino

acids, nucleotides, and fatty acids and provides energy for cells. Autophagy plays a part in physiological processes and its

activity is fundamental for adjustment to starvation, cell development, aberrant structures degradation, cell survival,

homeostasis, and regulation of cell death .

Type 3 cell death, or necrosis, is generally characterized as a form of cell death with no indications of apoptosis or of

autophagy. The morphological features of necrosis are cytoplasmic swelling, the plasma membrane breakdown, and loss

of intracellular contents . Dissimilar to apoptosis, the biochemical characteristics of necrosis are unknown . Because

of the abrupt release of pro-inflammatory modulators, necrosis is commonly believed to be immunologically unsafe .

Necrotic cell death leads to the release of pro-inflammatory mediators  (Figure 1).

Figure 1. Three different forms of cell death. (A) Apoptosis is a form of cell death that some molecular mechanisms in a

cell lead to its death. It is generally characterized by distinct morphological features including cell shrinkage, blebbing, and

nuclear fragmentation. (B) Necrosis is a type of cell death that is morphologically described by an increasing translucent

cytoplasm, swelling of organelles, and increased cell volume. (C) Autophagy is the major intracellular degradation process

by which cytoplasm ingredients are translocated to and degraded in the lysosome.

Poorly immunogenic cancer cells avoid destruction by the immune response. Cancer cells express antigens but these

prevent separating them from tolerized self-antigens. Normally mutation rates are low in such cancers and exhibit poor de

novo antigens . Glioblastoma , ovarian cancer , and some other types of malignancies lack stimulatory tumor

neoantigens and endorse an immunosuppressive tumor milieu through generating anti-inflammatory cytokines . Some

cancer therapies induce immunologically silent apoptotic cell death and can attenuate the immune system, facilitating

cancer recurrence. Unlike apoptosis, a regulated cell death process in which the plasma membrane does not rupture,

necrosis is inevitably associated with the release of DAMPs and intracellular organelles. Pathophysiologically, this

stimulates an immune response because new surfaces become available to both the innate and the adaptive immune

system during a process defined as necroinflammation . Instead, apoptosis was considered to be non-immunogenic or

even tolerogenic. Currently, a set of anticancer therapies has developed that causes a kind of apoptosis named ICD,

informing the immune system to the existence of dying cancer cells . ICD describes a functionally distinct type of cell

death that results in a T cell-mediated immune response, particularly for dead cell-derived antigens. ICD can be

stimulated by different mechanisms and leads to translocation or release of DAMPs from the dying cells that activate the

immune response. In contrast to ICD, tolerogenic cell death (TCD) including most types of apoptosis is a non-

inflammatory mechanism of cell death that is described by membrane blebbing and loss of DAMP secretion. TCD is

unable to stimulate an immune response associated with cell death .

It was documented that if specific treatments are used, the immunogenicity of cancer cells increases enough to stimulate

long-term antitumor immunity . The ICD induction can change dying cancer cells into “vaccines” to induce anticancer

immunity by the DCs’ maturation and cytotoxic T lymphocytes’ (CTLs’) activation  plus increasing the cytotoxic function

of NK cells . Immunogenic features of ICD are mediated largely by intracellular molecules termed DAMPs, which are

invisible in live cells, but they exhibit immunostimulatory effects after exposure to dying cells.
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